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Abstract. This paper presents a new iris database that contains images with
noise. This is in contrast with the existing databases, that are noise free. UBIRIS
is a tool for the development of robust iris recognition algorithms for biometric
proposes.
We present a detailed description of the many characteristics of UBIRIS and a
comparison of several image segmentation approaches used in the current iris
segmentation methods where it is evident their small tolerance to noisy images.
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Introduction

The use of biometric systems has been increasingly encouraged by both government
and private entities in order to replace or increase traditional security systems.
Iris is commonly recognized as one of the most reliable biometric measures [27]: it
has a random morphogenesis and no genetic penetrance [22]. In 1987 L. Flom and A.
Safir [9] studied the problem and concluded that iris morphology remains stable through
all human life, as well estimated the probability for two similar irises on distinct persons
at 1 in 1072 [27].
In this paper we present UBIRIS [25], a new public and free iris database for biometric proposes. This database has characteristics that clearly distinguish it from the
existing ones: CASIA [12] and UPOL [6]. Its main purpose is the evaluation of robust
iris identification methodologies. The existing iris databases are noise free: this can be
used to teste and develop segmentation and recognition algorithms that are able to work
with images captured under near perfect conditions.
The emerging needs for a safer access (buildings, weapons, restricted areas) requires
non-invasive, passive techniques. As an example we can think of a building access
where the user does not need to look through a small hole to get his iris recognized, but
a camera will take a photo (or several) of his iris while he approaches the door. This
type of use is much less invasive and will enable the dissemination of iris recognition
systems to everyday applications. UBIRIS is a tool for the development of such methods
since it exhibits several types of image noise.
We compare the accuracy of several segmentation methodologies to demonstrate
their small tolerance to heterogeneous images characteristics, such as the ones exhibited
in UBIRIS.
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Related Work

On a general iris recognition system four different stages can be identified: image capture, iris segmentation, feature extraction and feature comparison. In this section we
focus on the iris image segmentation.
Since 1987, when the first relevant methodology was presented by Flom and Safir [9],
many distinct approaches have been proposed. In 1993, J. Daugman [4] presents one of
the most relevant methodologies, constituting the basis of many functioning systems.
On the segmentation stage, this author introduces an integrodifferential operator to find
both the iris inner and outer borders. This operator remains actual and was proposed
with some minor differences in 2004 by [23]. Wildes [26] proposes iris segmentation
through a gradient based binary edge map construction followed by circular Hough
transform. This methodology is the most widely used, being proposed with minor several variants in [3], [11], [14], [17], [19], [18] and [20].
[16] proposes one simple method based on thresholds and function maximization in
order to obtain two ring parameters corresponding to iris inner and outer borders.
Authors from [7] propose one iris detection method based on priori pupil identification. The image is then transformed into polar coordinates and the iris outer border
is identified as the largest horizontal edge resultant from Sobel filtering. This approach
may fail in case of non-concentric iris and pupil, as well as for very dark iris textures.
Morphologic operators were applied by [21] to obtain iris borders. They detect the
inner border by applying threshold, opening and image closing and the outer border
with threshold, closing and opening sequence.
Based on the assumption that the image captured intensity values can be well represented by a mixture of three Gaussian distribution components, authors in [13] propose
the use of Expectation Maximization [5] algorithm to estimate the respective distributions parameters. They expect that ‘Dark’, ‘Intermediate’ and ‘Bright’ distributions
contain the pixels corresponding to the pupil, iris and reflections areas.
Many of described approaches present a major disadvantage: the use of thresholds,
usually to construct binary edge maps. This can be considered as a weak point regarding
their robustness on image intensity changes.
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UBIRIS

Despite the fact that many of the iris recognition approaches obtain almost optimal results, they do it under particularly favorable conditions, having few image noise factors.
These conditions are not easy to obtain and require a high degree of collaboration from
the subject, subjecting him to slower and uncomfortable image capture processes.
The aim of UBIRIS is related with this point: it provides images with different types
of noise, simulating image captured without or with minimal collaboration from the
subjects, pretending to become an effective resource for the evaluation and development
of robust iris identification methodologies.
UBIRIS [25] database is composed of 1877 images collected from 241 persons
during September, 2004 in two distinct sessions. It constitutes the world´s largest public
and free available iris database at present date.
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We used a Nikon E5700 camera with software version E5700v1.0, 71mm focal
length, 4.2 F-Number, 1/30 sec. exposure time, RGB color representation and ISO-200
ISO speed. Images dimensions were 2560x1704 pixels with 300 dpi horizontal and
vertical resolution and 24 bit depth. They were saved in JPEG format with lossless
compression.
For the first image capture session, the enrollment, we tried to minimize noise factors, specially those relative to reflections, luminosity and contrast, having installed the
framework represented in figure 1 inside a dark room.

Fig. 1. Image capture framework.

In the second session we changed the capture location in order to introduce natural
luminosity factor. This enabled the appearance of heterogeneous images with respect
to reflections, contrast, luminosity and focus problems. Images collected at this stage
pretend to simulate the ones captured by a vision system without or with minimal active
collaboration from the subjects.
These noisy images will be compared to the ones collected during the enrollment
stage.
All images from both sessions are classified with respect to three parameters (‘Focus’, ‘Reflections’ and ‘Visible Iris’) in a three value scale (‘Good’, ‘Average’ and
‘Bad’). This classification was obtained manually and the results were: focus (Good =
73.83%, Average = 17.53%, Bad = 8.63%), reflections (Good = 58.87%, Average =
36.78%, Bad = 4.34%) and visible iris (Good = 36.73%, Average = 47.83%, Bad =
15.44%)

2.1

PreProcessing

Preprocessing stage was essential in order to make possible the diffusion of UBIRIS
on internet. We reduced the image size to (width, height)=(400, 300), converted it to
grayscale and saved in JPEG format with lossless compression. This process allowed us
to obtain images with 27 KBytes average size and still enough quality for the execution
of the algorithms.
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Segmentation Methodologies

There are a large number of iris recognition methodologies that present almost optimal
results, but only for well-segmented images. The fact that correspondent segmentation
methods present much higher error rates, usually above 15%, is overlooked.
In this section we describe four iris image segmentation methods that are used in
the experiments.
Daugman’s method The author [4] assumes both pupil and iris with circular form and
applies an integrodifferential operator defined in equation (1).
I
δ
I(x, y)
maxr,x0 ,y0 |Gσ (r) ∗
ds|
(1)
δr r,x0,y0 2Πr
This operator searches over the image domain (x, y) for the maximum in the blurred
partial derivative with respect to increasing radius r, of the normalized contour integral of I(x, y) along a circular arc ds of radius r and center coordinates (x0 , y0 ) [4].
In pratical terms, this method searches in N3 for the circumference centre and radius
that have the highest derivative value comparing to neighbour radius. This method,
as showed in section 4.2, proved to be very effective on images with high intensity separability between iris, pupil and sclera regions. This method was chosen
because, although it was proposed about 11 years ago, it remains as one of the most
referred on iris segmentation literature and was the first methodology effectively
implemented in a working biometric system [8].
Wildes method Proposed in 1997, this methodology performs iris contour fitting in
two steps [26].
First, the image intensity information is converted into a binary edge map. Second,
the edge points vote for particular contour parameter values.
The first step is performed via gradient based edge detection [24] [1]. However,
before this, the author proposes an histogram based approach to avoid problems
with local minima that the active contour model’s gradient might experience. Having this, in order to incorporate directional tuning, the image intensity derivatives
are weighted to favor ranges of orientation. For example, on the iris/sclera border
process, the derivatives are weighted to be selective for vertical edges.
The second step is made through the well known circular Hough transform [10].
This methodology is clearly the most common on iris segmentation approaches,
having as principal disadvantage the dependence of threshold values for the edge
maps construction. This fact can obviously constitute one weak point as we are
concerned with robustness, which includes the ability to deal with heterogeneous
image contrast and intensities.
Masek’s method Based on the methodology suggested on [26], this author proposes
a method [20] that begins with the binary edge image map construction, using the
Kovesi [15] edge detector, a variation of the well known Canny [2] edge detector.
The next step consists in applying the circular Hough transform in order to determine the iris/sclera border and then the one correspondent to iris/pupil. This
methodology was included on the analysis essentially to represent several approaches on iris segmentation literature. In fact, several other authors propose minor
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variants to the Wildes [26] method, essentially to adjust the process to different
image intensities and contrasts.
Liam and Chekima’s method This iris segmentation approach [16], is based on the
fact that the pupil is typically darker than the iris and the iris darker than the sclera.
Based on this assumption, these authors propose the use of a thresholding technique
that converts the initial captured grayscale image to binary. The threshold must be
exactly calculated in order to join the pupil and the iris together in a dark region.
Assuming that both components have circular form (iris and pupil), the next step
consists on creating a ring mask that will run through the whole image searching
for the iris/sclera border. The mask radius r and centre coordinates (x, y) will be
defined by maximizing equation (2).
S=

2Π
X

(x + rcos(θ), y + rsin(θ))

(2)

θ=0

The next step consists in eliminating all image information outside the iris ring, and
upgrading the threshold value in order to capture intensity dissimilarities between
the iris and the pupil. Pupil/iris border determination is made according to the same
methodology described for the iris/sclera border.
As we can see, this method’s accuracy is strongly dependent of threshold values
that have to be chosen by the user according to captured image characteristics.
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Experiments

In this section we compare results obtained by the methodologies described in section 3
against UBIRIS and CASIA databases.
4.1

Databases

The reason for evaluating these methodologies against only the CASIA and UBIRIS
databases is related with the fact that UPOL database just includes images from the
internal part of the eye, having the segmentation work almost done. Figure 2 shows
examples of CASIA database image and the different types of noise that are found on
UBIRIS (reflections (2b), focus (2c) and small visible iris part (2d) noise).
4.2

Results and Discussion

On table 1 we show the results obtained by each described iris image segmentation
method.

All evaluated methods presented distinct accuracy levels on each database. This fact
indicates that their accuracy is clearly dependent of the image characteristics, adding
one relevant restriction to respective efficiency.
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(a) CASIA image (b) UBIRIS image
database.
database (Reflection).

(c) UBIRIS image
database (Focus).

(d) UBIRIS image
database
(Visible
Iris).

Fig. 2. Image examples from two databases used in the experiments.
Methodology
Daugman

Parameters
-

UBIRIS CASIA Notes
93.53% 54.44% Method not dependent from any user

Wildes

Hysteresis Thresholds: Hi=50, Low=44, Gaussian Kernel

Wildes

Hysteresis Thresholds: Hi=44, Low=39, Gaussian Kernel

Masek

Gaussian

Masek

Gaussian

Liam and Chekima
Liam and Chekima

value choice

89.12% 84.27%

Parameters optimized for UBIRIS

81.28% 86.49%

Parameters optimized for CASIA

Dimension=5

database

Dimension=5

database
Dimension=5,

Kovesi

Parame-

87.12 % 81.85%

Parameters optimized for UBIRIS

Dimension=5,

Kovesi

Parame-

84.16 % 83.92%

Parameters optimized for CASIA

Threshold: 140

47.90% 56.33%

Parameters optimized for UBIRIS

Threshold: 150

41.66% 64.64%

Parameters optimized for CASIA

Kernel

ters=(40,35)
Kernel

database

ters=(39,34)

database

database

database

Table 1. Segmentation accuracy results.

Daugman’s [4] methodology, despite not being based on thresholds, presented the
most heterogeneous results, having the best and the worst accuracy respectively on
UBIRIS and CASIA databases. This fact can be easily explained by the lower contrast
between iris and sclera eye parts on CASIA images. Trying to identify the circumference parameters (centre and radius) where the average intensity values have maximum
derivative in respect to neighbour ones tends to identify circumferences tangent to pupil
region. UBIRIS images have greater contrast between iris, pupil and sclera parts, thus
yielding a better accuracy.
Approaches proposed by Wildes [26] and Masek [20] are similar on their methodology, therefore on their results, and have presented a more robustness behavior. However
both methods are based on thresholds for constructing binary edges maps. This is an obvious disadvantage comparing to other image characteristics.
Apart from being the less accurate, thus obtaining worst results, methodology proposed by Liam and Chekima[16] was the less tolerant to image characteristic changes.
This fact can be easily explained by the important role of the threshold operator that
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is the basis for both inner and outer border iris detection. In particular, probably motivated by the UBIRIS images characteristics, this methodology didn’t at any circumstance reach the 50% accuracy, as opposite to CASIA database where accuracy was
beyond 64%.

5

Conclusions

We presented a new public and free iris database for biometric proposes and described
the most important aspects that distinguish it from the existing ones.
We encourage the use of this database by anyone who works or has interest on
the area. It is available on http://iris.di.ubi.pt and can be downloaded with
noise classification statistics.
We stress the minor importance that some authors give to segmentation stage, assuming that it is a trivial and error-free stage. Section 4.2 clearly showed that the selected methods deteriorate their performance in direct proportion with changes in image
quality and characteristics.
Present work concerns the exhaustive test of existing iris image segmentation methodologies against available databases trying to identify and propose a more robust
one.
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